NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION

April 6, 2020

Bidding proposals may not be issued to bidders unless they are prequalified, except where otherwise provided in Plans and Specifications. For those contractors who are not prequalified, application for prequalification will be submitted on DOT Form 420-010 (Standard Questionnaire and Financial Statement) and must be received by the Prequalification Analyst no less than fifteen days prior to the scheduled bid opening to receive consideration for issuance of a bidding proposal for that bid opening. Informational copies of plans and specifications are on file in the office of the County Engineer of the County in which the work is situated, the chapter offices of the Associated General Contractors of America, the offices of the Regional Administrators or the Headquarters of the Department of Transportation, and at www.wsdot.wa.gov/biz/contaa/ where they may be inspected. The use of informational proposals shall be allowed only upon written request and will be accepted only when written authority for their use has been granted. ESTIMATE RANGES PUBLISHED IN THIS NOTICE MUST NOT BE USED AS A BASIS FOR BID PREPARATION.

All bid proposals shall be accompanied by a bid proposal deposit in cash, certified check, cashier’s check or surety bond in an amount equal to five percent (5%) of the amount of such bid proposal. Should the successful bidder fail to enter into a contract and furnish a satisfactory performance bond, the bid proposal deposit shall be forfeited. Bonds submitted on other than the bond form provided by the department may be subject to rejection. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids and to waive informalities in the bidding. Sealed bids will be received in the Bid Room 2D20, located on the second floor of the Department of Transportation, 310 Maple Park Avenue SE, Olympia, Washington, 98501 until 11:00:59 am Pacific Time, or at P.O. Box 47360, Olympia, Washington, 98504-7360, until 11:00:59 am Pacific Time or electronically via BidX.com until 11:00:59 am Pacific Time, on the dates shown below except where otherwise provided in the Plans and Specifications.

FEE: Project Documents will be furnished for the non-refundable fee Plus Sales Tax of:

Electronic – plans only $10  Electronic – with proposal $15
Paper – one volume $35  Paper – two volumes $50  Paper – three volumes $100

(Remittance may be made to the Department of Transportation Cash Receipts, Transportation Building, and P.O. Box 47305, Olympia, WA 98504-7305) TO ORDER PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE GO ONLINE TO: https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/business/contract-ad-award/order-plans

Electronic Project Plans, Specifications, Geotechnical Reports, Addenda, Planholders Lists, Award/Bid Results, and Bid Tabulations are available on the Internet at: http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/biz/contaa

SMALL WORKS ROSTER: The Department of Transportation is soliciting contractors interested in qualifying for placement on the department’s Small Works Roster. The small works roster process as authorized by RCW 39.04.155 and WAC 468-15 may be used to secure bids for the Agency’s small works projects with a total cost less than $350,000. Contractors that are currently Prequalified may be placed on the Small Works Roster by completing the Small Works Roster Supplement located on the Contract Ad & Award website. For contractors who are not currently prequalified, application for prequalification for small works roster shall be submitted on DOT Form 420-020 (Small Works Questionnaire). Both forms are available by emailing prequal@wsdot.wa.gov or can be printed from the WSDOT Contract Ad & Award website at: http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/biz/contaa/prequal/default.htm Applications for placement on the Department of Transportation Small Works Roster will be accepted by emailing prequal@wsdot.wa.gov

Title VI Notice to Public
It is the Washington State Department of Transportation's (WSDOT) policy to assure that no person shall, on the grounds of race, color, national origin or sex, as provided by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise discriminated against under any of its federally funded programs and activities. Any person who believes his/her Title VI protection has been violated, may file a complaint with WSDOT’s Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO). For additional information regarding Title VI complaint procedures and/or information regarding our non-discrimination obligations, please contact OEO's Title VI Coordinator Larry Watkinson at (360) 705-7090.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Information: This material can be made available in an alternate format by emailing the WSDOT Diversity/ADA Affairs team at wsdotada@wsdot.wa.gov or by calling toll free, 855-362-4ADA(4232). Persons who are deaf or hard of hearing may make a request by calling the Washington State Relay at 711
BID OPENING WEDNESDAY APRIL 8, 2020

*1. (ADAMS) FRANKLIN CO LINE TO LEE RD SB LANES - PAVING (CL 4, $3,000,000 - $4,000,000)
*** CONTAINS VOLUNTARY MSVWBE GOAL: 26%. A State project on US 395, MP 61.24 to MP 72.36.
CONTAINS APPRENTICE UTILIZATION REQ: 15%. Requires: Planing bituminous pavement, crack sealing, pavement repair, paving with HMA, pavement markings, rumble strips, traffic control and other work. 35 Working days. Involves 45 items. 7730 SY pavt repair excav incl haul, 12305 LF bit plane, 92 LF seal exist longitudinal & transverse jnt, 28700 LF HMA CL 3/8 IN PG 64H-28, 132300 LF jnt adhesive, 6 DAY ESC lead, 193920 LF paint line, 21 MI shoulder rumble strip, 137360 LF temp pavt marking – short duration. Lump Sum Bids for: Temp traffic control, SPCC plan.

*2. (CLARK) WOODLAND VICINITY HORSESHOE LAKE UPGRADE PUMP SYSTEM (CL 1, $1,500,000-$2,000,000) NO PREQUALIFICATION REQUIRED CONTAINS 12% FSBE GOAL F.A.
*** No. STPF-0005(016) on I-5, MP 20.50 to MP 21.00. Requires: Constructing a pump system, fish screen, railing system, pump platform and electrical control panel, removing existing pump and pump platform and other work. 52 Working days. Involves 34 items. 150 T loose riprap, 740 LF furnish st pile, 15 EA drive st pile CONTAINS MINIMUM REQ BID: TYPE B PROGRESS SCH, $5,000. Lump Sum Bids for: Shoring or extra excav CL A, struct carbon st, erosion control & water pollution prevent, perm signing, fish screen sys, pump mechanical sys, electrical sys, pump platform, SPCC plan.

BID OPENING WEDNESDAY APRIL 15, 2020

*1. (CHELAN & GRANT) NCR STRATEGIC PAVEMENT PRESERVATION 2020 (CL 3, $1,250,000 - $1,500,000) CONTAINS VOLUNTARY MSVWBE GOAL: 26% A State Project on US 2 ET AL.

*2. (BENTON) COLUMBIA CENTER BLVD. – PEDESTRIAN FACILITY IMPROVEMENT (CL 1 & 17 or CL 9, $1,000,000 - $1,250,000) CONTAINS FSBE GOAL: 13% F.A. No. NHPP-0240(024) on SR 240, MP 0.00 to MP 0.23. Requires: Installing pedestrian facilities including sidewalks, curb, bridge rail, replacing and updating existing traffic signal and lighting systems, traffic control and other work. 35 Working days. Involves 48 items. 613 CY common borrow incl haul, 254 LF plat culvert pipe, 26 CY conc CL 4000, 244 LF bridge rail, 43 T commercial HMA, 1221 LF cement conc traffic curb & gutter, 281 LF cement conc pedestrian curb, 2173 LF paint line, 1756 LF plastic side lane line, 464 SF plastic crosswalk line, 201 CY struct excav CL B, 595 SF shoring or extra excav CL B, 765 SY cement conc sidewalk. Lump Sum Bids for: Seed, fert, mulch, perm signing, illum sys EB/WB, traffic signal sys, EB/WB, traffic signal sys EB off ramp hawk, temp traffic control, ADA features survey, SPCC plan.

*3. (KING, SKAGIT, SNOHOMISH, WHATCOM) NWR BREAKAWAY CABLE TERMINAL REPLACEMENT PHASE 2 (CL 11, $1,000,000 - $1,250,000) CONTAINS CONDITION OF AWARD UDBE GOAL: 10%. F.A. No. HSIP-9999(820) on I-5 ET AL MP 245.75 to SR 18 MP 6.37. Requires: Removing breakaway cable terminals, installing upgraded guardrail, terminal and terminal pads, detours, erosion control traffic control and other work. 80 Working days. Involves 23 items. 450 CY CSBC, 2464 SY beam guardrail, 75 EA beam guardrail non-flared term, 1075 LF raise exist
beam guardrail, 460 SF const signs CL A. Lump Sum Bids for: Erosion control and water pollution prevent, temp traffic control, SPCC plan. (XL5811)(100017A)(19A032)(9549)(3 of 3)

*4. (SNOHOMISH) SIGN STRUCTURE AND VMS REPLACEMENTS (CL 27, $1,500,000 - $2,000,000) CONTAINS CONDITION OF AWARD UDBE GOAL: 10% F.A. No.NHPP-0054(291) on I-5, MP 187.23 to MP 188.81 and SR 526, MP 1.76 to MP 1.80. Requires: Replacing two sign structures and a variable message sign, installing new traffic barrier, landscaping, temporary erosion control, traffic control and other work. 45 Working days. Involves 39 items. 80 CY rdyw excav incl haul, 20 CY CSBC, 328 LF compost sock, 450 LF temp barrier, 15 CY conc CL 4000, 643 LB st rebar. CONTAINS MINIMUM REQUIRED BID: TYPE B PROGRESS SCH: $5,000. Lump Sum Bids for: Seed, fert, mulch, perm signing, VMS, sign bridge (1 & 2), temp traffic control, rdyw survey, SPCC plan. (XL5948)(100542K)(19A034)(9547)(3 of 3)

*5. (CLARK) 0.5 MILE NORTH OF INTERSTATE BRIDGE TO NE 99TH ST SB – BUS LANE (CL 4, $3,000,000 - $4,000,000) CONTAINS VOLUNTARY MSVWBE GOAL: 26%. A State Project on I-5, MP 0.42 to MP 4.91. CONTAINS APPRENTICE UTILIZATION REQ: 15%. Requires: Full-depth pavement repair, grid and HMA inlay, striping, removal or upgrade of existing illumination including junction boxes, conduit and wiring, modification of drainage structures, signing, channelization modifications throughout the project, traffic control and other work. 45 Working days. Involves 44 items. 4500 SY pyvmt repair excav incl haul, 19 EA replace frame & grate, 84070 SY plane bit pvmnt, 10644 T HMA CL 3/8 IN PG 58V-22, 18410 LF plastic line, 44930 LF profiled plastic line, 4080 LF profiled plastic wide lane line, 16 HUND raised pvmnt marker, 69650 LF temp pvmnt marking short-duration, 324 LF const signs CL A, 3 EA connect to drain struct. Lump Sum Bids for: Erosion control and water pollution prevent, perm signing, illum sys mod, temp traffic control, clean exist drain struct, SPCC plan. (JD1637)(400520D)(20X333)(9546)(5 of 3)


BID OPENING WEDNESDAY APRIL 22, 2020

*1. (PIERCE) 96TH ST E TO ORVILLE RD E - PAVING AND ADA (CL 4, $2,500,000 - $3,000,000) CONTAINS CONDITION OF AWARD UDBE GOAL: 9% F.A. No.STBG-0162(021) on SR 162. Requires: Pavement repair, adjusting monument cases and covers, catch basins, valve boxes, junction boxes, planing bituminous pavement, paving with HMA modifying existing traffic signal systems, installing cement concrete curb and sidewalk, rumble strips, pavement markings, delineation, traffic control and other work. 55 Working days. Involves 55 items. 642 SY pyvmt repair pvmnt excav incl haul, 9 MI shoulder finish, 23700 SY plane bit pvmnt, 12568 T HMA CL 1/2 IN PG 58H-22, 58 SY seed, fert by hand, 58 SY fine compost, 236 LF cementconc traffic curb & gutter, 169 LF cement conc pedestrian curb, 685 LF extruded curb, 95680 SY paint line, 6460 LF plastic wide lane line, 2320 SF plastic crosswalk line, 67 EA plastic traffic arrow, 36 EA plastic jet box marking, 3 MI centerline rumble strip, 9 HUND recessed pvmnt marker, 40000 LF temp pvmnt marking-short duration, 299 SY cement conc sidewalk, 221 SF detectable warn surface, 28 EA adjust valv box, 2 EA adjust jet box, Lump Sum Bids for: Signal sys (4), temp traffic control, ADA features survey, SPCC plan. (XL5644)(316201B)(18C507)(9548)(3 of 4)

*2. (KING) LOUISIS CREEK FISH PASSAGE (CL 1 OR 6, $4,000,000 - $5,000,000) CONTAINS CONDITION OF AWARD UDBE GOAL: 12% F.A. No.STP-0203(023) on SR 203, MP 13.48 to MP 13.60. CONTAINS APPRENTICE UTILIZATION REQ: 15%. Requires: Placing a composite arch structure, excavating and reconstructing the existing roadway and stream channel, temporary stream diversion, grading, HMA paving, guardrail, planting, temporary erosion and sediment control, traffic control and other work. 60 Working days. Involves 107 items. 1840 T streambed sediment, 9 EA streambed boulder, 73 LF design st underpass span, 13175 LB st rebar, 155 CY conc CL 4000, 36 CY conc CL 6000, 232 LF bridge rail, 4390 SF struct earthwall, 350 T CSBC, 81 SY plane bit pvmnt, 560 T HMA CL 1/2 IN PG 58H-22, 138 EA sitka spruce, 316 EA vine maple, 261 EA fern, 232 EA red-osier dogwood, 173 EA black twinberry, 902 EA oregon grape, 174 EA pacific ninebark, 902 EA western swordfern, 306 EA snowberry, 390 EA sitka willow, 219 SY live brush mattress, 4760 SY soil amend, 4760 SY bark or wood
chip mulch, 1090 LF high vis fence, 1675 LF compost sock, 18 EA LWM, 5 EA mobile LWM with rootwad, 3 LWL w/o rootwad, 721 LF beam guardrail, 1070 LF plastic line, 1070 LF temp pvmt marking—short duration, 1116 SF const signs CL A, 4265 CY gravel borrow incl haul. CONTAINS MINIMUM REQ BID: $10,000. Lump Sum Bids for: Temp stream diversion, shoring or extra excav CL A, composite arch bridge, erosion control and water pollution prevent, temp dewatering sys, perm signing, temp traffic control, struct survey, rdwy survey, reference exist pvmt markings, SPCC plan. (XL5734)(120313A)(19A033)(9545)(3 of 4)


BID OPENING WEDNESDAY APRIL 29, 2020

*1. (LEWIS) TWO TRIBUTARIES TO CHEHALIS RIVER - FISH PASSAGE (CL 1 or 6 $6,000,000 - $7,000,000) CONTAINS CONDITION OF AWARD UDBE GOAL: 10%. F.A. No. STBG-00060(023) on SR 6, MP 46.32 to MP 46.59. CONTAINS APPRENTICE UTILIZATION REQ: 15%. Requires: Multiple stream diversions, construction of a dryeshoof detour route, roadway, structure and channel excavation, removing three buried culvert structures, constructing precast reinforced split box culvert, wingwalls, retaining walls, constructing a new concrete bridge, bridge approach slabs, cement deep soil mixing, drainage structures, animal crossing, streambed restoration, grading, paving with hot mix asphalt, installing guardrail, pavement markings, fence construction, roadside restoration, erosion control and water pollution prevention, traffic control and other work. 242 Working days. Involves 116 items. 8960 CY rdwy excav incl haul, 19470 T gravel borrow incl haul, 9620 CY embankment compact, 16040 CY channel excav incl haul, 5580 T rock for erosion & scour protect, 1220 T streambed cobbles, 1110 T streambed sediment, 86 LF plain st culv pipe, 8690 CY struct excav CL A incl haul, 347 CY conc CL 4000 for bridge, retain wall and wingwall, 70817 LB st reinf bar for bridge, retain wall and wingwall, 612 LF prestressed conc girder, 414 LF traffic barrier, 383 SY bridge approach slab, 3750 T CSBC, 1810 SY plan bit pvmt, 1230 T HMA CL 3/8 IN PG 58H-22, 1010 T commercial HMA, 8045 SY topsoil, 7410 CY comp blanket, 6981 EA PSIPE tree, shrub & brush mix & layer, 1110 T streambed sediment, 1980 LF vegetated geogrid, 758 LF guardrail, 1568 LF temp barrier, 3570 LF paint line, 4700 LF temp pvmt mark long duration, 948 LF cond pipe, 1202 LF wire fence. 1265 CY DSM. CONTAINS MIN BID REQ - TYPE B PROGRESS SCHEDULE: $10,000. Lump Sum Bids for: Precast reinf conc split box culv, temp stream diversion, temp culv sleeve, shoring or extra excav CL A, superstructure, erosion control & water pollution prevent, perm signing, temp illum sys, temp traffic control, struct surveying, SPCC plan. SUPERSTRUCTURE INCLUDES: 36194 LB epoxy-coated st reinf bar, 3619 LB st reinf bar, 159 CY conc CL 4000 D, 41 CY conc CL 4000, 10 EA elastomeric bearing pad, 20 EA elastomeric transverse stop pad. (XL5238)(400621J)(19X305)(9554)(2 of 4)

BID OPENING THURSDAY MAY 7, 2020

1. (SNOHOMISH) BICKFORD AVE TO SR 9 VIC -- MEDIAN BARRIER (CL 35, $1,500,000 - $2,000,000) CONTAINS CONDITION OF AWARD UDBE GOAL: 13%. F.A. No.HSIP-0002(861) on US 2, MP 3.76 to MP 5.87. Requires: Installing a median barrier, barrier delineators and permanent impact attenuators, temporary erosion and water pollution control, signing, traffic control and other work. 40 Working days. Involves 22 items. 20 DAY ESC lead, 19 EA inlet protect, 10400 LF precast conc barrier single slope with scupper, 138 LF precast conc barrier with scupper, 48 LF precast conc barrier to single slope transition, 540 EA barrier delineator. Lump Sum Bids for: Perm signing, temp traffic control, SPCC plan. (XL5931)(100210H)(19A035)(9557)(1 of 4)

2. (KITTITAS) EASTON HILL TO W EASTON I/C WB- REPLACE BRIDGE AND BUILD DETOUR (CL 1 or 4, Under $12,500,000) CONTAINS VOLUNTARY MSVWBE GOAL: 26%. A State Project on I-90, MP 64.48 to MP 70.36. CONTAINS APPRENTICE UTILIZATION REQ: 15%. Requires: Widening the westbound pavement for use as a future eastbound detour, building one prestressed girder bridge and one prestressed voided slab concrete girder bridge, rock slope blasting, pavement repair, traffic control and other work. 180 Working days. Involves 103 items. 130660 CY rdwy excav incl haul,1653 CY...
gravel borrow incl haul, 630030 CY embankment comp, 542 CY ditch excav incl haul, 6 EA grate inlet, 1701 CY quarry spalls, 1072 LF underdrain pipe, 691 LF sch A culv pipe, 369 LF HDPE pipe, 1450 LF horizontal drains- cased in soil, 105 LF rock excav incl haul, 395 LF construct shaft, 31600 LB st rebar, 10 EA QA shaft test, 127 CY conc CL 4000, 1110 LF prestressed conc girder, 449 LF traffic barrier, 290 SY bridge approach slab, 47830 T CSBC, 14580 SY plane bit pvmt, 28840 T HMA CL 3/8 PG 64H-28, 748 LF check dam, 12 ACRE seed, fert, mulch, 2750 LF beam guardrail, 7 EA beam guardrail non-flared term, 19100 LF precast conc barrier, 13325 LF temp barrier, 2462 EA barrier delineator, 56990 LF paint line, 37310 LF temp pvmt marking- long duration, 2718 LF conduit pipe, 2 EA cable vault, 2 EA electrical vault, 275 LF utility trench, 2119 CY struct excav CL B, 7413 SF shoring or excav CL B, 3333 SY const geotextile, 2600 SF geosynthetic retain wall, 2713 SY geogrid, 1220 CY gravel borrow incl haul.

CONTAINS MINIMUM REQ BID: TYPE B PROGRESS SCH $10,000. Lump Sum Bids for: Temp stream diversion, cast in place conc barrier test panel, median net assembly, erosion control and water pollution prevent, perm signing, temp traffic control, struct survey, rdwy survey, clean exist drain struct, SPCC plan. **SUPERSTRUCTURE INCLUDES:** 100 S.F. Bridge Deck Test Slab, 51500 LB epoxy-coated st rebar, 3000 LB st rebar, 184 CY conc CL 4000D, 48 CY conc CL 4000, 14 EA elastomeric bearing pad, 28 EA elastomeric girder stop pad, 100 LB bridge utility support insert. (XL5479)(509093B)(19Y006)(9558)(1 of 4)

No projects awarded the week of March 30, 2020:

Roger Millar
Secretary of Transportation
*Previously Advertised
**Extended
*** Revised